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Abstract: It is interesting such as the researchers named as „A Story about Time Travel.‟ The present researchers 

selected by random ten Chinese characters, named them from 0211 to 0220. As a conclusion, some Chinese characters 

can be translated as similar meaning, but others were contrary to the modern meaning. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Dallet (1874) wrote that the origin of China and that of Korea are not same. Fairbank and Reischauer (1978) 

described the culture of Shang dynasty, the old period of China, and the two authors of the book thought that the Shang 

people made the Chinese character. Park et al., (2019) explained the formation of Chinese characters. This time the 

authors will explain the formation of Chinese characters on Korean pronunciation. If we find some similar relation 

between the modern meaning and the our trials, this might be said as „time travel‟ for more than three thousand years. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The present researchers chose ten Chinese characters randomly. And they tried to divide a Chinese character 

into the several parts, and to pronounce the divided parts on the Korean pronunciation. It is in order to make a word with 

the Korean pronunciation.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It is interesting such as the researchers named as „A Story about Time Travel.‟ The present researchers selected 

by random ten Chinese characters, named them from 0211 to 0220. The next is the result of our research. 

 

0211 龍 the modern meaning is „the dragon‟. 立(Seo) 與(yeo) 月(wol) 三(se) → Seo yeo wo se → Seo reo wo 

seo → “Seo-reo-wo-seo!” means that “It is so much sad!” 

 

We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 龍. “It is so much sad that I 

discouraged and I was changed into a dragon.” 

 

0212 眞 the modern meaning is „the truth‟. 匕(Sutgarak) 目(nun) l(gon) 八(yeodeol) → Su nun gon yeo → “Si-

nyung-ggeun-eo!” means “Stop the apparent gesture!” 
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We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 眞. “If you want to get a true 

thing (the truth), you must stop the only apparent gesture or not-true words!” 

 

0213 眞 the modern meaning is „the truth‟. 八(yeodeol) 乙(sae) 目(nun) 匕(bi) →Yeo sae nun bi → “Yeo-se-

nun-bit!” means “Let‟s open the brightness of eye!” 

 

We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 眞. “In order to know the real 

meaning of the thing (the truth), you must open the brightness of eye!” 

 

0214 定 the modern meaning is „the determined thing‟. 人(Salam) 下(arae) Ћ(myeon) → Salam arae myeon → 

“Sal-eu-myeon” means “If you keep to live your life!” 

 

We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 定. “If you keep to live your 

life, you can know the determined thing!” 

 

0215 光 the modern meaning is „the light‟. 小(Zageun) 一(hana) 人(salam) → Zageun hana salam → Zag ha sa 

→ “Tchag-hae-seo” means “You are so good!” 

 

We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 光. “Because you are so good, 

and you will have the light!” 

 

0216 元 the modern meaning is „the most basic thing‟. 二(Du) 人(salam) → Du salam → “Du-salam“ means 

“The two persons”. 

 

We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 元. “The most basic thing is 

the two persons. This word means the wife and the husband.” 

 

0217 富 the modern meaning is „the rich‟. 田(Bat) 口(gu) Ћ(myeon) → Bat gu myeon → “Ba-ggu-myeon” 

means “If you change the thing!” We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 富. 

 

“If you change the thing, you will be the rich!” But from this character 富, the present researchers do not know 

„how to change the thing‟.  

 

0218 禁 the modern meaning is „forbidden‟. 木(Namu) 木(namu) 示(boneun geot) → Namu namu boneun geot 

→ “Nam-nami-boneun geot” means “When they do not know well, it is not good for the two persons to see each other!”. 

 

We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 禁. “When they do not know 

well, it is not good for the two persons to see each other. It is forbidden!” 

 

0219 仙 the modern meaning is “the holy and supernatural person”. 山(San) 人(salam) → San salam → “San-

salam” means “the living human-being”. We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this 

character 仙. “When somebody is living well, we think that the human-being is holy and supernatural!” 

 

0220 祖 the modern meaning is “the ancestor”. 且(Ddo) 示(boa) → Ddo boa → “Ddo-boa” means “to see 

again”. We tried to connect this part of words with the modern meaning of this character 祖. 

 

“The ancestor wants to see again his or her descendant(s). Because the ancestor hopes that her or his son or 

daughter will be on the good condition!” 

 

As a conclusion, some Chinese characters can be translated as similar meaning, but others were contrary to the 

modern meaning. 
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